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Abstract: Situated between Devon Island and Baffin Island, Lancaster Sound is part of Tallurutiup
Imanga, which is in the process of becoming the largest marine conservation area in Canada. The cultural
and ecological significance of the region is due, in part, to a recurring polynya in Lancaster Sound.
The polynya is demarcated by an ice arch that generally forms in mid-winter and collapses in late
spring or early summer. Advanced Very High Resolution imagery from 1979 to 2022 was analyzed to
determine the position, formation and collapse of the Lancaster Sound ice arch. The location of the ice
arch demonstrates high interannual variability, with 512 km between the eastern and western extremes,
resulting in a polynya area that can fluctuate between 6000 km2 and 40,000 km2. The timing of the
seasonal ice arch formation and collapse has implications with respect to ice transport through Lancaster
Sound and the navigability of the Northwest Passage. The date of both the formation and collapse of the
ice arch is variable from season to season, with the formation observed between November and April
and collapse usually occurring in June or July. A linear trend from 1979 to 2022 indicates that seasonal
ice arch duration has declined from 150 to 102 days. The reduction in ice arch duration is a result of
earlier collapse dates over the study period and later formation dates, particularly from 1979 to 2000.
Lancaster Sound normally freezes west to east each season until the ice arch is established, but there
is no statistical relationship between the ice arch location and duration. Satellite surface temperature
mapping of the region indicates that the polynya is characterized by sub-resolution leads during winter.

Keywords: remote sensing; arctic waters; Lancaster Sound; polynya; ice arch; sea ice; AVHRR; sea
surface temperature; ice surface temperature

1. Introduction

Polynyas are regions in the polar maritime environment that remain relatively ice-free
under conditions that should dictate thick ice cover. There are several mechanisms of
polynya maintenance that are not necessarily mutually exclusive [1]. Open water may be
maintained through latent heat of fusion from the continuous formation of new ice as floes
are swept away by wind and currents [2]. Another mechanism of polynya maintenance
is the introduction of sensible heat from depth due to upwelling induced by wind or
currents [3,4]. Additionally, the breaking up of ice may occur in regions that experience
large tidal amplitudes [5–7]. During the winter months, polynyas create an ocean-to-
atmosphere heat flux about two orders of magnitude higher than the surrounding pack
ice [8]. These oceanographic oases are zones of significant biodiversity and productivity,
forming important habitats for marine mammals and birds [9–11]. There are more than
twenty recurring polynyas in the Canadian Arctic, including one in Lancaster Sound [7].

Situated between Devon Island and Baffin Island, Lancaster Sound represents the eastern
entrance to the Northwest Passage (Figure 1). It extends 300 km east of Bylot Island and
becomes Barrow Strait at the eastern edge of Somerset Island. The Lancaster Sound/Barrow
Strait system is 550 km in length, with an average width of approximately 75 km. The
surface currents flow westward along the northern part of the sound and eastward on the
southern portion [12]. The tides in the region are significant, with a maximum amplitude of
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approximately 3 m at Dundas Harbor and lessening westward to about 2 m at Resolute [13].
Acoustic Doppler current profiler observations show that the currents in Lancaster Sound are
dominated by tides in the two along-strait directions [14]. The water depth becomes shallower
from east to west, ranging from 800 m at Bylot Island to 200 m in Barrow Strait [15–17].
Lancaster Sound is in the region known as Tallurutiup Imanga, which is in the process of
becoming the largest marine conservation area in Canada because of its cultural and ecological
significance [16,18]. A major reason for the abundance and biodiversity of marine life in
Lancaster Sound is the annual formation of a polynya during the colder months.
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Figure 1. Location of Lancaster Sound and Barrow Strait. Surface current direction is shown by the
blue arrows, while depth in meters is indicated in red. Maximum tidal amplitudes at Dundas Harbor
(3 m) and Resolute (2 m) are depicted with stars.

The western extent of the Lancaster Sound polynya is demarcated by an ice arch that
generally forms in mid-winter and collapses in late spring or early summer. Ice arches
are common features in the narrow water passages of the Canadian Archipelago, creating
distinct borders between the frozen pack ice and relatively ice-free regions [19]. Polynyas
in the eastern Canadian Arctic, including the North Water (NOW), Jones Sound, Hell Gate
and Dundas Island, feature ice arches that form seasonally in the same general location;
however, the position of the Lancaster Sound ice arch fluctuates dramatically and may
occur anywhere in Lancaster Sound or further west in Barrow Strait (Figure 2). The distance
between the eastern- and western-most ice arch location is more than 500 km, resulting in
a polynya area that can fluctuate interannually between 6000 km2 and 40,000 km2. The
timing of the seasonal ice arch formation and collapse has implications with respect to ice
transport through Lancaster Sound and the navigability of the Northwest Passage.
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2012, (b) May 2013 and (c) May 2021. Ice arch location for each polynya is shown with a color-coded
arrow. The location of the Lancaster Sound ice arch can vary by more than 500 km, even extending
into Barrow Strait, significantly changing the area of the polynya.

This research analyzes the formation and collapse of the Lancaster Sound ice arch
using satellite imagery from 1979 to 2022. Following a description of methods used in
the study, the location and timing of ice arch consolidation and subsequent collapse is
examined for each year. The trends and implications of the results are discussed, followed
by conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

Satellite remote sensing of Arctic waters is well-established using an array of tools
including synthetic aperture radar, multispectral sensors, passive microwave and radar
altimetry [20–23]. While all of these techniques have inherent strengths, Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometry (AVHRR) imagery was chosen for this research because of
its ease of processing, extensive Arctic coverage and long heritage. Launched in October
1978, TIROS-N was the first satellite to carry an AVHRR. This was followed by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) series from NOAA-6 to NOAA-19, and
the European Space Agency MetOp satellites (A, B and C). There has been continuous
coverage of the Earth by AVHRR since the launch of TIROS-N (Table 1). The AVHRR sensor
uses a combination of visible, near/middle infrared and thermal infrared (TIR) channels
(Table 2). AVHRR-equipped satellites are in polar low Earth orbits that image the Arctic
14 to 15 times per day with a swath width of about 3000 km. The study area was imaged
approximately seven times per day, with a temporal resolution of approximately 100 min
between successive passes. Spatial resolution at nadir is 1.1 km for all channels, which
degrades to about 8 km toward the edge of the swath. File formats offering the best spatial
resolution are High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) for NOAA satellites and Full
Resolution Area Coverage (FRAC) for MetOp satellites. Global Area Coverage (GAC)
format for NOAA satellites with a nadir resolution of 4 km was used for earlier images
when appropriate HRPT data were not available in the database. Generally, GAC data were
used 1979 to 1998, while HRPT and FRAC imagery were available 1999 to 2022. The spatial
resolution of GAC images proved adequate for analyzing ice arch structures in Lancaster
Sound. AVHRR data for this study were retrieved online from NOAA’s Comprehensive
Large Array-data Stewardship System [24].

Table 1. Satellites equipped with the AVHRR sensor. The most recent NOAA polar orbiting satellites,
NOAA-20 (launched 2017) and NOAA-21 (launched 2022), replaced the AVHRR with the Visible
Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite developed from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diometer flown on the Aqua and Terra satellites.

Satellite Years Active Satellite Years Active

TIROS-N 1978–1981 NOAA-14 1994–2007

NOAA-6 1979–1981 NOAA-15 1998-Present

NOAA-7 1981–1986 NOAA-16 2000–2014

NOAA-8 1983–1985 NOAA-17 2002–2013

NOAA-9 1984–1998 NOAA-18 2005–Present

NOAA-10 1986–2001 MetOp-A 2006–2021

NOAA-11 1988–2004 NOAA-19 2009–Present

NOAA-12 1998–2007 MetOp-B 2012–Present

NOAA-13 1993–1993 MetOp-C 2018–Present
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Table 2. AVHRR specifications for NOAA and METOP satellites. Categories are AVHRR/3 (all
channels), AVHRR/2 (minus Channel 3A) and AVHRR/1 (minus Channel 3A and Channel 5).

Channel Wavelength (um) Description Satellites

1 0.58–0.68 Visible All satellites

2 0.725–1.00 Visible/Near infrared All satellites

3A 1.58–1.64 Near Infrared NOAA-15 to -19 and MetOp series

3B 3.55–3.93 Middle Infrared NOAA-8 to -19 and MetOp series

4 10.30–11.30 Thermal Infrared All satellites

5 11.50–12.50 Thermal Infrared NOAA-8 to -19 and MetOp series

The location and date of the Lancaster Sound ice arch was determined for each season
from 1979 to 2022 by visual inspection of satellite imagery. In all cases, TIR was used to
determine ice arch formation, while visible wavelengths proved superior for observing ice
arch collapse. Ice arch formation occurred when it achieved the characteristic shape for
the season, while collapse was characterized by the breakdown of the structure (Figure 3).
Extensive cloud cover during the warmer months [25] was mitigated by the high number of
satellite passes per day. Ice arch formation, which occurred during the colder months, was
relatively straight forward because of the decreased cloud cover and excellent ice/water
contrast offered by TIR imagery. The uncertainty for ice arch formation and collapse
is ±2 days.
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Figure 3. Example of the determination of ice arch formation (thermal infrared) and collapse (visible)
in Lancaster Sound. (a) On 8 March 2017, the ice arch is not apparent. (b) The following day, the
ice arch has formed. (c) The characteristic shape is maintained until 4 June 2017. (d) The ice arch
collapses the following day.
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Sea and ice surface temperatures were calculated using the single channel Composite
Arctic Sea Surface Temperature Algorithm (CASSTA) [26]. The algorithm uses Channel 4
to determine the surface temperature of seawater, ice, and marginal ice zones. The use of
a single channel aims to reduce the inaccuracies of split window algorithms in the Arctic
environment [27]. The single channel CASSTA was created for the METOP-A AVHRR
sensor and restricted to data collected by that satellite (2006 to 2021).

3. Results
3.1. Location of Ice Arch 1979 to 2022

The satellite imagery showed that the Barrow Strait/Lancaster Sound system generally
freezes from west to east each season. Temporary ice arches sometimes formed for several
days or weeks before migrating eastward to the final position (Figure 4). On two occasions
(1992, 2004), the ice arch appeared consolidated and then moved westward. Ice floes
were consistently observed to move eastward on consecutive satellite images, supporting
latent heat of fusion as one mechanism of polynya maintenance. The terminal points
of the ice arch are generally anchored to large land masses in Lancaster Sound, while
beyond Somerset Island, the structure end points are contained by small islands in Barrow
Strait (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Sequence of satellite images showing the formation of the Lancaster Sound ice arch in 2019
for (a) 28 January, (b) 30 January, (c) 1 February, (d) 3 February, (e) 5 February and (f) 7 February. The
ice arch appears established on 28 January (blue arrow), but a small break in the ice cover appears
further east on the same day (red arrow). Over the next week, the new ice arch becomes established
(red arrows), and remains constant until collapse on 18 June, while the ice to the west is frozen solid.
This was a common sequence for the ice arch formation in Lancaster Sound. The movement of the ice
is eastward from the arch.
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Figure 5. Satellite image with coastlines outlined of the ice arch in Barrow Strait on 24 May 2021. The
terminal points on the ice arch are contained within small islands.

The distance to the ice arch for each year was measured nominally from the northwest-
ern point of Bylot Island. For consistency, the western-most point of the ice arch was chosen
for the measurement. The following are statistics for ice arch distance from Bylot Island.

• Minimum Distance: 33 km (1983);
• Maximum Distance: 545 km (1986, 2010, 2021);
• Average Distance: 273 km (σ = 144 km);
• Linear Trend 1979 to 2022: Increase 214 km to 329 km (R2 = 0.0548, p-value = 0.1262).

The ice arch location from year to year is highly variable (Figure 6). The average
distance between ice arches from one year to the next from 1979 to 2022 is 150 km. The high
variability gives a low R2 value, while the p-value indicates that the linear trend of ice arches
occurring 115 km further to the west is not statistically significant. The minimum, average
(approximate) and maximum ice arch distances are shown in Figure 2a–c, respectively. For
distances beyond 300 km, the ice arch is technically in Barrow Strait, but both the structure
and polynya will be referred to as Lancaster Sound in this paper.
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Figure 6. Distance in kilometers from Bylot Island to the Lancaster Sound ice arch for 1979 to 2022.
The location of the ice arch is highly variable (R2 = 0.0548) on an interannual basis, while the overall
westward trend of 115 km is statistically weak (p-value = 0.1262).
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3.2. Timing of Ice Arch Formation and Collapse

The Lancaster Sound ice arch generally forms between January and March. On three
occasions, consolidation occurred before January, (1979, 1980, 2015 seasons, which refers to
the year of ice arch collapse), while formation in April was confined to four years (1998,
1999, 2000, 2015). The following are statistics for the date of ice arch formation.

• Earliest Formation: 27 November (1979 season);
• Latest Formation: 17 April (1999);
• Average: 18 February (σ = 36 Days);
• Trend: 5 February to 3 March: Increase of 26 days (R2 = 0.0631, p-value = 0.1000).

The Lancaster Sound ice arch usually collapses in late June or early July as surface air
temperatures in the region rise above the freezing point. All ice arch collapses occurred in
June or July except for 2010, when it happened on 29 April, which is 36 days sooner than
the next earliest. The following are statistics for the date of the ice arch collapse.

• Earliest Collapse: 29 April (2010);
• Latest Collapse: 25 July (1986);
• Average: 23 June (σ = 14 Days);
• Trend: 5 July to 13 June: Decrease of 22 days (R2 = 0.1898, p-value = 0.0031).

The determination of the ice arch formation and collapse (Figure 7) allows the cal-
culation of the ice arch duration for each year (Figure 8). The ice arch generally persists
for about four months. For three years, it lasted over 180 days (1979, 1980, 1987), while
two years (1998, 1999) experienced ice arch duration of less than 60 days. The following are
statistics for the duration of ice arch of formation.
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Figure 7. Formation and collapse of the Lancaster Sound ice arch from 1979 to 2022. Formation date of
the ice arch is more variable than the collapse date. Ice arch formation is trending toward later dates,
while collapse of the structure is trending toward earlier dates. The formation trend is statistically
weak (p-value = 0.1000), but the collapse trend is statistically significant (p-value = 0.0031).
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Figure 8. Duration in days of the Lancaster Sound ice arch for 1979 to 2022. Interannual variations in
ice arch duration predominate the record (R2 = 0.1492), but the overall trend is a reduction of 48 days,
which is statistically significant (p-value = 0.0100).
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• Minimum Ice Arch Duration: 55 days;
• Maximum Ice Arch Duration: 223 days;
• Average: 126 days, σ = 36 days;
• Linear Trend: Decrease 150 days to 102 days (R2 = 0.1492, p-value = 0.0100).

3.3. Sea and Ice Surface Temperatures

Sea and ice surface temperatures were determined using the single channel CASSTA
for MetOp-A images. Prior to ice arch consolidation, the surface temperatures in Lancaster
Sound and Barrow Strait tended toward the temperature of the surrounding ice pack.
In some years, it appeared that Lancaster Sound may freeze completely, but a break
in the ice and eastward movement of floes from the break would lead to the ice arch
formation (Figure 4). Once the ice arch formed and the polynya was established, the surface
temperatures warmed east of the ice arch and provided a stark contrast to the surface
temperatures west of the ice arch (Figure 9). The polynya surface temperatures remained
comparatively warm until ice arch collapse.
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Figure 9. CASSTA mapping with land mask for 2019, including (a) 14 January, (b) 17 February,
(c) 24 March and (d) 14 April. Lancaster Sound appears close to freezing solid in January, but a month
later the ice arch is established and provides an excellent thermal contrast to the solid ice to the west.
Once the ice arch forms, the surface temperatures are significantly warmer in the polynya than the
surrounding ice pack.

4. Discussion
4.1. Location and Duration of Ice Arch

The results establish a high interannual variability of the location and duration of the
Lancaster Sound ice arch. Since the ice freezes eastward from Barrow Strait, it is expected
that ice arches that form further west would consolidate earlier in the year. Placing the
distance of the ice arch from Bylot Island in ascending order shows a negligible correlation
for both the formation (−0.07) and collapse (−0.11) of the ice arch, while linear trends are
insignificant (Figure 10). The ordering of distance of the ice arch from Bylot Island shows
a preferred location for the structure in the vicinity of eastern Somerset Island, which is
also the beginning of Barrow Strait. Despite the overall variability of the ice arch location,
the seasonal position has fallen between 280 and 320 km from Bylot Island 15 times since
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1979, with some consecutive years apparent in the record (1980, 1981, 1990, 1991,1992, 1995,
1997, 2000, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2020).
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Figure 10. Distance of the Lancaster Sound ice arch from Bylot Island (top of graph) in ascending
order is compared to ice arch formation and collapse (bottom of graph). Correlation and linear trends
are insignificant, implying that the location of the ice arch has no effect on the timing and duration of
the structure.

4.2. Thermal Signature and Ice Concentration

CASSTA mappings of the Lancaster Sound polynya during the colder months showed
surface temperatures well below the freezing point of seawater, but significantly higher than
the surrounding ice pack. This suggests that small leads less than the spatial resolution of
the AVHRR sensor are contributing heat to the imaged pixel. Since the surface temperature
of ice and snow will approximate the surface air temperature [28], then the surface of the
polynya can be approximated with a binary solution where open water is −1.8 ◦C and the
ice approximates the surface air temperature. Higher concentrations of ice in the polynya
are, therefore, associated with colder surface temperatures. The surface temperature in
the Lancaster Sound polynya varied considerably depending on the year and month and
appeared related to ice conditions in northwestern Baffin Bay (Figure 11). This implies that
the ice concentration in Lancaster Sound is influenced by the southward flow of ice from
Jones Sound and the NOW.
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Figure 11. CASSTA mapping of the NOW, Jones Sound and Lancaster Sound polynyas with coastlines
outlined for 4 Apr 2016. Surface temperatures in Lancaster Sound are well below the freezing point
of seawater, implying that the increased temperature is the result of thermal contribution to the pixel
by sub-resolution leads. Warmer temperatures are indicative of reduced ice cover, but there are no
large regions of open water. This was typical of Lancaster Sound during the colder months. The
image also shows that the eastward outflow of ice from the Lancaster Sound polynya is influenced by
ice conditions in northwestern Baffin Bay owing to the southward moving floes from the NOW and
Jones Sound.

4.3. Influence of Arctic Amplification and Comparison to the NOW

Arctic amplification is the observation that surface air temperatures are rising more
rapidly than anywhere else in the world [29,30], which has led to the significant loss of
multiyear ice in the Arctic basin [31]. The trend toward first year ice that is thinner and
more easily melted is a factor in the changing Arctic icescape [32]. The overall statistics of
ice arch formation for Lancaster Sound imply that polar warming is leading to a reduction
in ice arch duration, but the data tell a different story when divided evenly from 1979
to 2000 and from 2001 to 2022 (Figure 12). From 1979 to 2000, the linear trend indicates
that the ice arch is forming more than two months later (p-value = 0.029), while there
is a weak statistical significance (p-value = 0.091) for a modest decrease in the ice arch
collapse over that span. From 2001 to 2022, there is essentially no trend in either the ice arch
formation or collapse. Data from this study indicate that the reduction in ice arch duration
is a result of earlier collapse dates over the entire study period and later formation dates,
particularly from 1979 to 2000. Arctic warming has accelerated since 2000 [33], suggesting
that a complex system of factors beyond increasing surface air temperatures are involved
in the ice arch formation, which can be extended to the annual dynamics of the Lancaster
Sound ice arch in general.
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Figure 12. Trends for the formation and collapse of the Lancaster Sound ice arch for 1979 to 2000 (left
side of graph) and from 2001 to 2022 (right side of graph). Formation date increases dramatically
from 1979 to 2000, with a small decrease in collapse date. From 2001 to 2022, there is essentially no
trend in either the date of formation or collapse.

A similar study of the NOW ice arch, approximately 600 km north of Lancaster Sound,
was carried out for 1979 to 2019 [34]. The NOW is the largest recurring polynya in the
Canadian Arctic [35] and, similar to Lancaster Sound, demonstrates a high variability in ice
arch duration from season to season. Although variable interannually, the NOW ice arch
average formation and collapse dates are 11 January and 28 June, respectively, compared to
18 February and 23 June for the Lancaster Sound ice arch, resulting in a longer average ice
arch duration for the NOW. The NOW dataset was extended to 2022 for this study to allow
a direct comparison with the Lancaster Sound polynya to determine if a relationship exists
between interannual fluctuations of ice arch duration (Figure 13). From 1979 to 2022, the
NOW showed a reduction of 85 days of ice arch duration compared to 48 days for Lancaster
Sound. The datasets reveal a weak correlation (0.30); however, the correlation increases
slightly (0.31) from 1979 to 2000 and becomes negligible (0.18) from 2001 to 2022. This
suggests that large scale atmospheric effects in the eastern Canadian Arctic have limited
universal influence on the ice arch formation for the NOW and Lancaster Sound polynya,
especially since 2000.
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Figure 13. Days of ice arch formation and linear trends for the NOW (blue) and the Lancaster Sound
polynya (red) from 1979 to 2022. Both datasets are highly variable, with an overall downward trend
of ice arch duration since 1979. Some peaks and valleys in the graphs align, but overall, there is only
a weak positive correlation from 1979 to 2000 and negligible correlation from 2000 to 2022.
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5. Conclusions

Lancaster Sound is an important region of the Arctic from an ecological and cultural
standpoint. The area is also critical from a strategic and economic perspective since it
represents the eastern entrance of the Northwest Passage. Regional trends in ice dynamics
are an important area of study for this environmentally sensitive area. An analysis of
satellite imagery dating back to 1979 shows that a polynya has formed every year during
the colder months. The Lancaster Sound polynya is characterized by an ice arch that
demarcates its western border. The ice arch generally forms in mid-February and collapses
in late June. The following is a summary of the major findings of the study.

• The ice arch location demonstrates a high interannual variability with 512 km between
the eastern and western extremes. Historically, the ice arch occurs at various locations
along Lancaster Sound and Barrow Strait, but it has consolidated in the vicinity
of eastern Somerset Island 15 times in the satellite record. The overall trend is for
a westward movement of the ice arch of 115 km, which is statistically weak.

• Since Barrow Strait and Lancaster Sound generally freeze eastward until the ice arch
forms, it is expected that ice arches further to the west should consolidate earlier;
however, the data indicates that the ice arch location has no bearing on either the
formation or collapse of the structure.

• Although highly variable, a linear trend from 1979 to 2022 shows a reduction of 48 days
in ice arch duration. The shorter ice duration is attributable to earlier collapse dates
over the entire span of the study and later formation dates, particularly from 1979 to
2000. The latter seems counterintuitive given the acceleration of Arctic amplification
in the region since 2000.

This study has uncovered interesting aspects of the Lancaster Sound polynya that
will aid scientists working on oceanographic, biological and underwater acoustic investi-
gations in the region. The satellite data have revealed what is arguably the most variable
recurring polynya in the Canadian Arctic, with underlying physical properties that require
further research.
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